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Objectives
By the end of this workshop, learners should:

• Be able to describe design thinking and the main aspects of a 
design cycle

• Have hands on experience using a few elements of a design 
cycle

• Describe opportunities to use design thinking in medical 
education



Design Thinking and Healthcare:
An Introduction



What is design thinking?

Design thinking in health

How does this apply to healthcare?

Lean: similarities and differences   

Challenges

Opportunities

Outline





Design thinking is a human-centered approach to innovation that draws from the designer's 
toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of technology, and the 
requirements for business success.—Tim Brown, CEO, IDEO



Design Thinking Steps



d. mindsets





What is design thinking?

Design thinking in health

How does this apply to healthcare?

Lean: similarities and differences   

Challenges

Opportunities

Outline





Empathy

Focus on Human Values



Problem: 
Design a smaller, quieter MRI



HMW redesign the experience of 
going through an MRI? 



HMW redesign the experience of 
going through an MRI? 



Imagination as Design Opportunity





Challenges

Process – not outcome – oriented

Requires risk taking

Potential resistance from traditional research

Can be time intensive

Harder for the novice to use for more complex systems 

problems



Design Thinking Design Cycle



Inspiration
How might we...

increase pedestrian safety at 
this busy junction?

Google CSI



How can we promote well-being for ourselves 
and our colleagues at work?

Your Challenge 



Divide into teams of ~3-4





Empathy: 
Starts with the User



Wallet Exercise

a time your wallet had an adventure
how you acquired that item

Use prompts: 
Tell me more…

How did you feel 
when that happened? 

Get stories!



10 minutes: 
Empathy 
Exercise

Interview 1 person on your team 
using the wallet exercise to hear 
their experiences and how it might 
reflect what they value for well-
being at work.





Wallet Exercise

Jen feels a cultural void at work

Jen’s wallet has 5 museum passes

Cultural experiences/activities

Jen feels artistically constrained at work

Jen likes the freedom to wander 
around  and appreciate art + 
ambiance



Wallet Exercise

Jen feels a cultural void at work

Jen’s wallet has 5 museum passes

Cultural experiences/activities

Jen feels artistically constrained at work

Jen likes the freedom to wander 
around and appreciate art + 
ambiance

Jen feels a cultural void at work
How might we bring art into 
Jen’s work?

HMW give Jen opportunities to 
mentally “wander” during her 
workday?

Jen likes the freedom to wander around 
and appreciate art + ambiance

Jen feels a cultural void at work

Jen’s wallet has 5 museum passes

Cultural experiences/activities

Jen feels artistically constrained at work

Jen likes the freedom to wander 
around  and appreciate art + 
ambiance



10 minutes: 
Define the 
problem

Using hunches or insights gained 
from your interviews, create your 
“how might we” question.

Given my hunch that _________, 
how might we ______________?

Share your HMW question with your table and pick 
one you all like for the next step!





Why Do We Ideate?
• Push beyond obvious 

solutions
• Use strengths and diverse 

perspectives of team 
members

• Volume and variety



Brainstorm: Guidelines

Google CSI



8 minutes: 
Ideate

Brainstorm solutions to your table’s “how 
might we” question. 

Brainstorm for 2 minutes by yourself

Brainstorm for 6 minutes as a group

Remember:

● Big ideas
● No judgement
● Yes and...
● Quantity, not quality
● Headlines
● Visual > Text



5 minutes: 
Group share

Share your HMW question & one of your 
favorite ideas





Application to Medical Education

• Well Being
• Health Equity



Design Thinking for Well-being:
Internal Medicine Well-being 2.0 



Objectives

Apply principles of design thinking to develop resident-driven 
initiatives that address organizational well-being challenges. 

Use semi-structured interview techniques to identify and 
analyze well-being challenges and design interventions.

Develop personal empowerment and self-efficacy through 
the design thinking process.



Curriculum

What might we build to enhance well-being in residency?

18 Internal Medicine Residents
4 two-hour sessions (every other month)
Majority of residents:

Little or no familiarity with design thinking
Had never developed well-being interventions
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Project Work: Empathy Interviews
Tell me about 

a time you 
wanted to 

quit.

Tell me 
about a time 

you did 
something 
for yourself

Tell me about a 
time that “X” 

couldn’t be with 
you due to work.

Tell me about a 
time you 

appreciated 
“X”’s work as a 

doctor.

Tell me about 
the last time 

you were 
really proud to 

be a doctor.
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Project Work: Ideation and Prototyping



Peer Support

Individualized 
wellness

Space to 
Process

Community

Programmatic Impact

Residency 
Families 
Instagram 

Contest 
Crowdfunding 

Well-being 
Elective

Camaraderie  
Through 

Competition

Mental 
Reflection 

Space
Wellness 
Exchange

Families

Peer 
Support 
Program
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Views of Program Leaders/Culture

“I'd say previously I had low expectations, and then the wellbeing committee increased my 
expectations and...it was really nice to see faculty members, the rest of them were really engaged 
and motivated and interested and clearly felt like this was an important thing to work on.”

Creative and Divergent Thinking Potential for Systems Change

“Design Thinking…helped us be creative and free, and 
push us to think outside the box, and be liberated even 
to do magical thinking. All structures removed, no 
limitations, what would be the ideal scenario? And 
maybe the dream innovations or changes that we 
proposed aren't feasible, but the principles of what was 
driving our concerns about well-being stick, and I think 
really helped us.”

“[I]t made me realize that when multiple 
people are working on it, and [with] 
faculty and program recognition, [there] 
are some things that we may be able to 
more…systemically change or integrate 
into the structure than just what I can do 
as an individual alone.”



Design Thinking for Equity
The PLUS Experience



UCSF PLUS Residency Program: 
Pediatric Leaders Advancing Child Health Equity



How does design thinking 
relate to health equity?

• Human centered & collaborative

• Develops adaptive skills in 
trainees

• Provides tools to tackle the 
“wicked problems”



Design Thinking Builds Adaptive Skill Set

• Solve complex systemic problems

• Identify new solutions 

• Build collaborations

• Manage change

• Tolerate ambiguity

Heifetz, R.  Leadership without easy answers. Harvard University Press 1994.



Professionalism Milestone



Innovations Funding in 
Education Grant

• “Design Thinking for Health Equity” module 

• Delivered to over 70 residents and medical 
students



One month post training...
• Comfort with new concepts 

persisted over time

• Application of concepts
– Empathy - engaging community
– Brainstorming
– Prototyping



What will you do differently? 
Engage community and users

“I will be more intentional about 

empathizing and asking people 

what problems and solutions they 

have without thinking I already 

know because of my experience” 

“Design thinking for health equity 

requires active listening to users of 

programs and systems that are targeted 

to reduce disparities -- how do you make 

[Golden Gate Regional Center] better? 

You have the experiences of families and 

children who use this service at the core 

of your redesign process....This means 

speaking with most at-risk populations 

to find out what they want and need to 

improve their health and quality of life.” 



What will you do differently? 
Incorporate Prototyping

“After storyboarding the project with the team, I moved 
quicker to actually shooting and editing the project than I 
normally would. I think this is because I was not afraid to 
make a bad edit. I showed several drafts to the team 
within the span of two weeks and they were able to give 
more substantive feedback because there was something 
already 'prototyped' or edited”

“I think I spend a lot of time thinking about how to 
implement an idea without actually trying it because of 
fear of failure. The comfort with failure in design thinking 
has stuck with me.”



What’s Next?
• 10 week design thinking course
• Developing faculty education workshop
• Considering adding design thinking to curriculum for 

medical students working on clinical projects



Want to Learn More?

• jyothi.marbin, rita.nguyen, 
larissa.thomas@ucsf.edu

• https://www.ideou.com/pages/design-
thinking-resources

• https://dschool.stanford.edu/resources/

mailto:larissa.thomas@ucsf.edu
https://www.ideou.com/pages/design-thinking-resources

